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I. INTRODUCTION 

I.A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

t.4eetlng In Str~ ;bourg In December 1989, .. the European Council renewed. Its 
support for European action against cancer by puttJng forward a second action 
plan for the period 1990-94. Following a favourabl~ opinion from the 
European Par II ament, thIs second pI an was forma I I y adopted by the·. Counc I I of 
Health t.41nlsters In Uay 1990 (OJ No L 137 of 30 Uay 1990). 

In accordance with Article 3(3) of this Decision, which .states that ·"The 
Commission will keep the European Parliament, the Council and the Economic 
and Social Committee regularly Informed of progress", this report ·summarises. 
the Implementation of the "Europe against Cancer" programme In 1991 and Is 
the result of cooperation established between the various departments -an9 
programmes of the European Commission taking part In the European campaign 
against cancer. 

This annual communication from the European Commission Is In addition t.o the 
Information letters, some 15 000 cop.les of which are distributed every two 
months throughout the European' Community, In collaborat lon with programme 
partners In the Member States. 

I.B. OVERVIEW OF 1991 

Reviewing what has been done during 1991 leads to the conclusion that. the 
thrust of the first action plan has. been maintained over the last-two years. 

1.8.1. Legislative activity relating to the prevention of cancer was _centred 
on the Implementation of Directives already adopted, for e~ample on combating 
tobacco consumptIon. In 1991 , the European CommIssIon adopted an amended 
proposal for a Directive Intended to I tmlt the advertising of tobacco 
products strictly to the Interior of retal I outlets. 
1.8.2. Activities subsidised by the European Commission: 529 projects were 
submitted for the "Europe against Cancer" programme In 1991 (excluding 
biomedical research), of which 277 (or approximately half) were accepted, 
whereas 214 projects were accepted In 1990. This trend Is accompanied by an 
I ncr ease In the amount gIven In subsIdIes, whIch rose to ECU 9 025 090 In 
1991 (ECU 7 249 034 In 1990) (see Table 1). 

With regard to prevention, measures aimed at making the publ lc more aware of 
the European Code against Cancer were continued, with good results being 
obtained. In many countries owing to the fact that awareness of the European 
Code against Cancer has remained wei 1-establ !shed and even Increased In some 
countries (see Fig. 1 In the Annex). Specific health education activities In 
schools took on Increasing Importance In 1991, particularly with regard to 
combating tobacco consumption and Improving diet. Scientific studies 
financed by the programme concentrated on diet, with 1991 seeing the 
launching of the pilot phase of a prospective study of the links between 
food, health and cancer In seven Community countries (Germany, France, Spain, 
Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom). 
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Screening activities were highlighted In 1991 by the European Week against 
cancer In October, with Its theme of raising the public's awareness of the 
Importance of early diagnosis and systematic screening. On the scientific 
level, the Committee of Cancer Experts has final !sed Its recommendations on 
screening for breast, cervical and colorectal cancer. In addition, the pilot 
network for breast cancer screening has been extended to cover those ~ember 
States which, unlIke the United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands, do not 
yet have national screening programmes for this type of cancer. 

TraIn lng In cancer for members of the hea I th profess Ions: Interest In thIs 
continued to grow during 1991, as shown by a strong demand for financial 
support amounting to 20.1% of the allocated budget, although the target 
figure for this type of activity was set at 17% by the Committee of Cancer 
Experts and the programme's Advisory Committee In November 1990. 

Twenty concerted projects relat lng to medical research Into cancer were 
carried out under the medical research programme. 

Maintaining the thrust of the programme In 1991 once again required the 
organisation of a number of meetings and seminars to exchange Information and 
experience; the main ones are I lsted In the Annex (see Table No 3). 

Finally, In 1991 the Commission prepared all the dossiers necessary to put 
Into effect during the first half of 1992 the scientific evaluation of the 
programme referred to In Article 3(2) of the Councl I Decision concerning the 
second action plan ("The Councl I and the ~lnlsters of Health wl I I carry out a 
scientific evaluation of the effectiveness of the action undertaken. To this 
end the Commission wl I I submit a report on the subject during the second half 
of 1992"). 

The following notes summarise the Initiatives and actions carried out In 
1991, together with progress In the 38 fields of activity relating to the 
prevention of, screening for and treatment of cancer. There Is also a 
summary of activity In the field of medical research Into cancer. 

II. PREVENTION OF CANCER 

I I.A. Cyrrent legislative actly!ty 

1. Legislation on tobacco consumption 
a. Ban on smoking In pub! lc places 

The Resolution on banning smoking In places open to the publ lc was 
adopted on 18 July 1989 (OJ No C 189 of 26 July 1989). It calls 
upon the ~ember States to Inform the Commission every two years of 
measures taken to ban smoking In pub! lc places or places open to the 
public, Including public transport. In August 1991, the Commission 
Invited each ~ember State to provide Information on measures already 
adopted at national level. By the end of 1991 eight ~ember States 
(Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain and 
the United Kingdom) had done so. 

b. Labelling of tobacco products 

The Directive (89/622/EEC) concerning the label I lng of tobacco 
products was adopted In November 1989 (OJ No L 359 of 8 December 
1989), and was due to take effect before 31 December 1991. 1 t 1 ays 
down that all unit packets of tobacco products shall carry, on the 
most visible surface, the general warning "Tobacco seriously damages 
health". In addition, cigarette packets must carry a specific 
warning, to be chosen from among those listed In the Annex to the 
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Directive. On this basis a list of warnings has been drawn up In 
each Member State which must Include the two following specific 
messages: "Smoking causes cancer"; "Smoking causes heart disease". 
As part. of the work: of monitoring the Implementation of this 
Directive, the Member States, with the exception of Spain, have 
communicated their national regulations to the Commission. 

On 16 November 1990, the ·Commission presented a proposal for a Directive (OJ 
No C 29 of 5 February 1991) amending Directive 89/622/EEC. It provides for 
specific warnings appl lcable to tobacco products other than cigarettes 
(rolling tobacco, other smoking tobacco products, smokeless tobac~o 

products). Thl'' proposal also bans the marketing of certain tobacco products 
for ora I use, "'fh I ch have recent I y appeared on the market and whIch are 
considered particularly dangerous to young people. The text was approved by 
the European Parliament (first reading) on 8 July 1991. An amended proposal 
was presented by the CommIssIon In September 1991. On 11 November 1991, the 

·Council adopted a common position. Mak:lng allowances for the vote of the 
European Parliament on second reading, this proposal should be adopted In 
1992. 

c. Maximum taryleld of cigarettes 

In May 1990 a Directive (90/239/EEC) concerning the maximum tar yield of 
cigarettes was adopted. Most Member States (Belgium, Denmark:, Germany~ 

Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain) have already adopted the. laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions necessary for transposing this 
Directive Into national law. The maximum tar yield of cigarettes sold In 
the European Community may not exceed 15 mg per cigarette after 
31 December 1992 and 12 mg after 31 December 1997. Greece has been 
granted a temporary special derogation untl I 2006. 

d. Advertising of tobacco products 

In Apr I I 1989 the Commission adopted a proposal for a Directive 
(OJ No C 124 of 19 May 1989) with the aim of harmonising the legislation 
of those Member States which authorised the advertising ·of tobacco 
products. This draft was presented In March 1990 to the European 
Pari lament, which voted In favour of a total ban on such advertising. In 
May 1990, the Commission presented the amended proposal. In the absence 
of an agreement on this text In the Council of Ministers of Health on 
3 December 1990, the Commission adopted In May 1991 a proposal for a. 
Directive on advertising for tobacco products (OJ No C 167 of 27 June 
1991) which provides for the complete harmonisation of such advertising 
and restricts It excluslvely.to the Interior of retail outlets-. This 
proposal was discussed In the Council on 11 November 1991. No decision 
was taken pending the opinion of the European Parliament, which gave a 
favourable opinion on the proposal on 11 February 1992. 

e. Taxation on tobacco 

Commission proposals for legislation to harmonise the taxes on 
cigarettes and tobacco products other _than cigarettes were presented to 
the Councl I of Ministers for Economic Affairs on 24 June 1991. Agreement 
·In principle was reached on minimum values to be appl led In the taxation 
of cigarettes, according to which the various existing taxes on 
cigarettes (particularly proportional excise duties plus objective 

·excise duties) excluding VAT should amount to at least 57% of: the final 
retal I price. · 
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2. Legislation on nutrition 

a. Nutrition labelling 

In response to Directive 90/496/EEC adopted by the councl I In 1990 
on nutrition labelling for foodstuffs (OJ No L 276 of 6 October 
1990), the Scientific Committee for Food drew up two reports In 
1991: 

a) one on recommended dally amounts of nutrition; 
b) the other on the definition of dietary fibre (which could be used as 
part of nutrition label I log) and a common method of analysis. 

b. Pesticide residues In fruit and vegetables 

3. 

In April 1992, the Commission adopted two proposals for amending the 
four Councl I Directives 76/895/EC, 90/642/EEC, 86/362/EEC and 86/363/EEC 
relating to the fixing of maximum levels for pesticide residues In and 
on fruit and vegetables, certain products of plant origin, cereals and 
foodstuffs of animal origin. These proposals are Intended either to 
establIsh new maximum levels or to ame~d authorised residue levels for 
60 pesticides. 

Legislation on carcinogens. Including preparations containing 
carcinogens 

a. Classification and labelling of carcinogens, Including preparations 
containing carcinogens 

On 1 ~arch 1991, the Directive on the classification, packaging and 
label I log of dangerous substances (67/548/EEC) was amended for the 
twelfth t !me to take account of technical progress. Before this 
Directive was adopted, the producer was only authorised to label the 
suspect carcinogen with the phrase R40: "Possible risks of 
Irreversible effects". 
According to the twelfth amendment, he Is now asked to classify and 
label the carcinogen In the appropriate manner. In most cases, this 
means classifying the carcinogen In category 1 or 2 with the 
obligation to affix the message R45: "~ay cause cancer". Also In 
1991, the II st of substances or groups of substances c I ass If I ed In 
Annex 1 to Directive 57/548/EEC In categories 1, 2 or 3 was expanded 
to Include 52 new substances, bringing the total number to 147. 
Directive 88/379/EEC (classification, packaging and label 1 lng of 
dangerous preparatIons), whIch entered Into force on 8 June 1991, 
makes It compulsory to label dangerous preparations, and In 
particular to affix the message "May cause cancer" when the 
preparation contains a substance classified as carcinogenic, If this 
Is present In the preparation at a concentration In excess of that 
specified by the Directive. 

b. Uarketlng of dangerous substances and preparations 

In 1991, Directive 76/769/EEC of 27 July 1976 relating to restrictions 
on the marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and 
preparations was amended on four occasions by Directives 91/173/EEC, 
91/338/EEC, 91/339/EEC and 91/659/EEC. These amendments relate to 
restrictions for asbestos fibres, pentachlorophenol and Its derivatives 
and cadmium and Its compounds. 
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c. Prevention of Job-related cancers 

-A Council Directive has been adopted on 25 June 1991 amending 
Directive 83/477/EEC on the protection of workers from the risks 
related to exposure to asbestos at work (second Individual 
Directive within the meaning of Article 8 of Directive 
80/1107/EEC (OJ No L 206 of 27 July 1991, p. 16)). 

4. Legislation relating to Ionising radiation 

In the field of radioprotection. Euratom Regulation No 3954/87 
(OJ No L 371 cf 30 December 1987) laying down maximum permitted levels of 
radloact lve coi · :llmlnat ion of foodstuffs and of feedlngstuffs following a 
nuclear acclde;.~ or any other case of radiological emergency was 
supplemented by Regulation 770/90. 
Directive No 618/89 EURATOM (OJ No L 357/31 of 7 December 1989) on Informing 
the general public about health protection measures to be applied and steps 
to be taken In the event of a radiological emergency was supplemented In 
1991 by a communication (OJ No c 103 of 19 April 1991) to help In 
transposing the Directive Into the legislation of Member States. 

11.8 preyentlye measures subsidised bY the programme 

11.8.1 Prevention of tgbac00 00nsymptlon 

Field 1. Stimulation of projects of European Interest concerning the 
prevent I on of n I cot I ne addIct I on. espec I a I I y amongst such 
target groups as young peop I e. W<?men. teachers and members 
of the health professions. 

A number of measures of Interest to Europe as a whole which were begun 
In 1990 were continued and developed In a large number of Member States. 
The twinning of the non-smoking towns of Besancon (France) and Empoll 
(Ita I y) was extended to Include Namur (Be lg lum) and Toledo (Spa In). 
Pl,lot health education projects In schools aimed at you~g people and 
teachers Increased In number. particularly In Belgium. Denmark, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom. 
Awareness-raising measures for members of the health professions. 
particularly those working In hospitals. were carried out (Belgium, 
France, Greece. Spain, Portugal). Measures aimed at women were organl~ed 
In Spain. The trend In the percentage of non-smokers Is shown In Fig. ~· 
Since 1987, most countries have shown a favourable trend. 

Field 2. Stimulation of pilot projects to teach methods of breaking 
nicotine addiction to members of the health professions and: 
to teachers. 

PI lot projects aimed at teaching methods of breaking nicotine addiction. 
to general practitioners were Intensified at regional level In Fran·ce, 
Italy, Portugal and Spain. 

Field 3. Stimulation of Innovative Information campaigns to .prevent 
the use of tobacco among the general public and In the 
workplace. 
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Severa I measures were Introduced a lmed at workp I aces, to assess and 
Implement the best methods of raising the awareness of workers, 
particularly In Germany, Belgium, France, Spain, Greece, Italy and 
Portugal. Specific awareness-raising measures for women were Implemented 
In a few countries (Spain and Greece). 

Field 4. Financing of a study on the posslbl I ltles for putting 
tobacco-growing areas to other uses. 

The posslbl 1 I ties for putting tobacco-growing areas to other uses have 
not been the subject of a specific study. However, the production of 
less harmful varlet les of tobacco has been encouraged as part of the 
Community's common agricultural pol Icy. 

I 1.8.2 Stydlos and orovontlyo moasyros on dtot (Including alcohol) 

Field 5. Stimulation of studies Into eating habits and cancer In 
close conjunction with the Community medical research 
programme (meta-analyses, case studies, prospective studies, 
Intervention studies on "anti-promoting" agents). 

1. The results of the feaslbl I lty study Into a prospective survey of the 
I Inks between food, health and cancer, financed between 1987 and 1990, 
enabled the pilot phase to be launched In seven Community countries 
(France, Italy, Spain, Greece, Germany, United Kingdom and the 
Netherlands); a sample of 350 000 people Is Involved. It Is coordinated 
jointly by the European Commission and the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer, part of the World Health Organisation. 

2. The pilot phase of the Intervention study aimed at preventing the 
Incidence and growth of benign tumours In the large Intestine was 
launched In 1991 In the light of the results of the feasibility study 
Jointly financed In 1990. Ten Member States are Involved: Belgium, 
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, Spain, the United 
Kingdom, Portugal and Ireland. It Is coordinated by the European 
Commission and the European Organisation for Cooperation In Cancer 
Prevention Studies (ECP). 

3. Other studies In progress are Intended, among other things, to throw 
I lght on the relationships between diet and cancer of the prostate and 
of the breast. 

Field 6. Drafting and publ lcatlon of guldel lnes on nutrition aimed at 
Improving cancer prevention. 

The conclusions of the studies do not make It possible at present to go 
any further than the recommendations of the European Code In relation to 
nutrition aimed at Improving cancer prevention. 

11.8.3 Camoalgn against carcinogens 

Fields 7 to 10 Continuation of alI Community action concerning 
protection against Ionising radiation. Support for 
comparative studies of European Interest aimed at 
Improving protection against ultra-violet radiation. 

Support for European studies on the 
carcinogenic risks of certain chemicals. 

possible 
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Continuation of the classification and label I lng, at 
European level, of carcinogens and continuation of the 
Information campaign by means of special lsed annual 
publlcat Ions. 

The main almof Community non-leglslatlve·measures has for some years 
been to Inform the publ lc regarding protection against Ionising 
radiation and Improving training In this field for people In the health 
professions. Such measures are supported by the dissemination of 
Information on protection against Ionising radiation using brochures and 
three video cassettes, aimed respectively at the publ lc, exposed workers 
and general practitioners using X-ray machines. 

In addition, courses on radiation protection aimed at the occupational 
groups concerned and In their respeci~lve fields are organised In ~ember 
States with the support of the Commission. ·· 

II.B.~ Information for the public on preventive measures 

Field 11. Possible updating of the European Code against Cancer. 

The European Code against Cancer Is very widely used In the twelve 
~ember States as a reference criterion. The Committee of Cancer Experts 
considered It unnecessary to update the Code In 1991. 

Field 12. Repeat of European campa1gns of cancer Information, If 
possible during the second week of October. Encouraging, 
within this context, private and publ lc television stations 
to run spots free of charge on the subject of the fIght 
against cancer. 

The message of the European Week (7-13 October 1991) on the subject of 
cancer screening was "Saving lives through early diagnosis". A large 
number of measures were Implemented simultaneously In the twelve ~ember 
States with the aim of encouraging large~scale screening and early 
diagnosis. These measures, assisted by national press conferences, 
aroused a lot of medIa Interest. The resu Its of a survey of 
representative national samples of women aged 18 or more (12 400) 
relating to the prevention of certain forms of cancer In women (early 
detection and screening) were published at the same time. A fl lm about 
screenIng, ca I I ed "Cancer: a norma I II fe", joInt I y fInanced by the 
programme, was made aval lable to national television networks and 
broadcast In Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg, Spain and the 
United Kingdom. 

Field 13. Production of European Information -modules on the 
prevention, screening and treatment of cancers, adaptable to 
national requirements. 

Specific experiments aimed at producing Information material on the 
prevention, screening and treatment of cancers were carried out In 
several Member States, for example Germany and Spain. 

Field 14. Pub! Ieising of the European Code among the general publ lc by 
the partners In the action plan. 

Publ Ieising the European Code against Cancer forms a part of most of the 
measures financed by the programme. It. Is an essential element In 
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measures to Inform the public and specific groups, whether at European 
level or at the Initiative of the national partners of the programme, 
whether or not they are fInanced by the programme. Var lous means are 
used to assist with these measures (mobile exhibitions, radio 
advertisements, etc.). 

Field 15. Support for _ I nnova t I ve I nforma t I on campaIgns on cancer 
prevention among targeted groups. 

A number of groups, for example, people In the health professions, 
journal lsts, young people and worKers are targeted In Innovative 
campaigns. Their Innovative character Is linKed to the use of 
experimental media such as the "carte sante" used by Belgian general 
practitioners. It Is also the result of a preventive approach as 
advocated In Great Britain, for example, where an awareness-raising 
seminar was organised on the subject "Cancer Is on your agenda". 

Field 16. Informing workers, and migrant workers In particular, under 
existing Community Directives, of the fight against job
related cancers. 

WorK was carried out and meetings organised at European level and In 
Member States to prepare for Informing worKers of the fight against job
related cancers, which wl I I be one of the major themes of the Programme 
In 1992 as part of the European Year of Safety, Hygiene and Health at 
Work, and In particular of the European Week In October 1992. 

11.8.5 Health education; oreyentlve measures 

Field 17. Support for efforts to Inform and Increase the awareness of 
school teachers of the European Code against Cancer. 

Measures to Inform and Increase the awareness of school teachers were 
carried out In a number of countries (Germany, Belgium, DenmarK, Ireland 
and Greece) with the help of national conferences for transmission of 
the recommendations of the first European conference on health education 
and cancer prevention In schools (DublIn, February 1990). 
These measures were reinforced by the support given to the training of 
teachers through two European semInars, In F I ensburg (Germany) between 
17 and 23 August 1991 and Montpelller (France) between 29 August and 
7 September 1991, and conferences and meetings organised at national 
level, for example In France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the 
UnIted KIngdom. 

Field 18. Dissemination of European teaching material for health 
education. 

At European level, a teaching kit (video and teaching guide) for 
secondary pupils entitled "Tobacco and You" was produced In 1991 for 
distribution In alI Member States. Two teaching guides for primary and 
secondary school teachers on the subject of promoting health and 
preventing cancer are being prepared and will be distributed to all 
Member States In 1992. The programme also helped with the production of 
teaching material for health education In several countries (Germany, 
Ireland, the Netherlands and France). 

Field 19. PromotIon of p II ot projects to promote awareness of the 
European Code among young people. 
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Several projects based on the recommendations of the European Code or 
elements thereof (tobacco, diet, alcohol) were carried out In Belgium, 
Germany, Greece, Luxembourg and Spain. 

Field 20. Encouragement at schoo I of a change In dIetary habIts and·, 
In particular, encouragement of the consumption of fruit and 
vegetables during break and at meal times. 

The European seminar on dietary education (Flensburg, Germany 
17-23 August 1991) helped to make teacher trainers aware of the need to 
encourage and bring about a change In dietary habits In schools. At 
national level, a number of dietary education projects were Implemented, 
particularly In France, Germany, Ireland and Spain. The consumption of 
fruits and vegetables during break and meal times has not been promoted 
and wl I I be encouraged In 1992. 

II I. CANCER TRAINING UEASURES SUBSIDISED BY THE PROGRAMME FOR UEUBERS OF THE 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS 

Field 21. Support for the organisation of national or . regional 
meetings to promote the 1989 European recommendations on the 
cancerology content of basic training programmes for members· 
of the health professions. 

The Implementation of the Commission Recommendation concerning the 
training of health personnel with regard to cancer (OJ No L 346 of 27 
November 1989), begun In 1990, continued during 1991. The Member States 
were Invited by the Commission to communicate to It the national 
provisions laid down In compll.ance with this Recommendation. Belgium, 
France and the United Kingdom have rep! led. · 
A Europe~n conference relating to specific training for general 
practitioners with regard to cancer was held In Copenhagen In June 1991. 
Its recommendations were approved by the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training at Its meeting In Brussels In November 1991. 

A European conference relating to a minimum programme of training for 
nurses with regard to cancer was held In London In January 1991. Its 
recommendations were approved by the Advisory Committee on Training In 
Nursing In April 1991. They were disseminated by the Commission to 
Member States for further transmission. 

The recommendatIons of the two European conferences In Copenhagen In 
1990 relating to prevention and the role of dental practitioners and to 
a minimum training programme In cancerology for European dental students 
were approved by the Advisory Committee on the Training of Dental 
Practitioners In November 1991. They wl I I be disseminated by the 
Commission to Member States In the first quarter of 1992. 

Field 22. Support for settIng up three European pI lot networks of 
medIca I schoo Is, nursIng co I I eges and dent a I schoo Is 
Implementing the recommendations on training In cancer 
formulated In 1988 by the three European advisory committees 
on the training of the health professions. 

Beginning In 1991, a network of nursing col leges Is being progressively 
establ !shed with the support of the programme. Currently represented In 
Belgium, Denmark and Portugal, It will cover eight Member States In 
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1992. The aim Is to promote and test the 
continuing training of nurses with regard to 
London In 1991. 

minimum programme for 
cancer , as set out In 

Support has been given to two pilot experiments, In the Initial training of 
doctors (Netherlands) and dentists (Italy). 

Field 23. Promotion of cancerology training projects. 

Approximately twenty continuing training projects were supported by the 
programme at ~ember State level (France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Portugal and Spain), aimed mainly at general practitioners and nurses 
but also at dentists. 

Field 24. Support for the mobl I lty of the health professions between 
~ember States In order to Improve their special lsed training 
In cancerology. 

Training grants for "centres of excellence" were granted to 
approximately thirty nurses (European Oncology Nursing Society) to 
enable them to Improve their knowledge of nursing skills for cancer 
patients. Thirty specialist physicians received' grants to take part In 
high-level International cancerology courses organised by the European 
School of Oncology. 

Field 25. Collection and exchange of teaching material 
Interest for the training of members of 
professions. 

of European 
the hea 1 th 

A computer-assisted training course (Interactive videodisc) on the 
prevention and treatment of cancers, aimed at European general 
practitioners and nurses, was developed In the United Kingdom In 1990. 
In 1991 It was the subject of a pilot assessment study In four Member 
States, the results of which wl I I be released shortly. 
Development of a multimedia education kit Intended for use as part of a 
distance training course for members of the European health professions 
continued In the United Kingdom during 1991. An Initial assessment wl I I 
be carried out In 1992 before the kit Is final lsed. 

Field 26. Exchange of exper lance and support for the organ I sat I on of 
European seminars on the continuing education of members of 
the health professions. 

Several European-level meetings took place In 1991. Their aim was to 
exchange experience In a range of fields, for example drawing up a 
training programme for doctors and paramedical technicians In diagnostic 
cytology with the aim of screening for cervical cancer, training 
seminars for trainers of general practitioners on the subject of cancer 
prevention (European School of Oncology) and training In data management 
In the field of clinical cancer therapy trials (European Organisation 
for Research and Treatment of Cancer). 

Field 27. Exchange of experience between Member States In the area of 
pain-relieving treatments, palliative and continuing care 
and the role of the health professions. 

Recommendations were drawn up by a group of European experts meeting In 
Stockholm In May 1991 with the aim of Integrating and promoting 
palliative care In health care systems, particularly In the field of 
training for the health professions. These recommendations wl 11 be 
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presented to the Committee of Cancer Experts In 1992. The conclusions of 
a Commission survey carried out at pal I latlve care centres In the ~ember 
States wl I I be pub I !shed In the first half of 1992. 

IV. SCREENING AND RECORDING OF CANCERS: STUDIES AND PROJECTS SUBSIDISED BY 
THE PROGR~E 

Field 28. Continuation of comparative studies to 
organisation of cancer screening programmes. 

Improve the 

In September 1991, a European-level meeting was held In Athens to assess 
the qua I I ty of the mon l tor I ng of screenIng programmes on the bas l s of 
the epidemiological data collected. A number of nat lonal projects to 
assess the results of screening programmes In force are under 
development, for example In France, Germany and Spain. Recommendations 
with regard to quality control In mass screening for breast cancer have 
been drawn up and wl I I shortly be publ lshed, together with the 
recommendatIons of a European sem l nar held In Copenhagen In November 
1991 on strategies for breast cancer screening In ~ember States. 

Field 29. Extension and monitoring of the European network of breast 
cancer screening pilot programmes to help the ~ember States 
determine a general screening pol Icy. 

The European network of breast cancer screening pi lot programmes, set up 
In 1989, was expanded to Include Denmark and Luxembourg In 1991, and now 
covers nine countries. Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom 
do not form part of this network, having already laid down a general 
screening pol Icy. 

Field 30. Evaluation of existing cervical cancer screening programmes 
and settIng up of a European network of reg I ona I or I oca I 
pi lot programmes. 

Existing cervical cancer screening programmes were the subject of an 
assessment during the European seminar In Copenhagen In November 1991 as 
part of an analysis of cancer screening strategies In the Member States. 
A start has been made In three ~ember States on setting up a European 
network of pilot cervical cancer screening programmes at regional or 
local level (France, Greece and Ireland), and this will be extended In 
1992. 

Field 31. Cont lnuat ion of evaluation studies on screening programmes 
for colorectal cancer and possible setting up of a European 
network. 

The first results of evaluation studies on screening programmes for 
colorectal cancer using the faecal occult blood test, which have been 
under way since 1988, were presented In 1991. At the present level of 
knowledge, no conclusions can be drawn as to the effectiveness of 
establ lshlng a European screening network. The launching of a new study 
wl I I exploit data from these studies In greater depth. 

Field 32. Promotion of studies of European Interest on the 
effectIveness and feas I b II l ty of ear I y screen l ng for other 
cancers. 

ScreenIng for prostate cancer was the subject of a feas 1 bIll ty study 
begun In 1991 Involving the Universities of Antwerp (Belgium) and 
Rotterdam (Netherlands1. 



Field 33. 
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PromotIon of, and supper t for, screenIng programmes where 
the results of exploratory studies have proved positive, In 
closer coordination with the AIM and RACE programmes. 

Screening for cervical cancer using cervlcography was the subject of a 
Joint feaslbl I lty study by the "Europe against Cancer" and AIM 
programmes. 

Field 34. Supper t for exchanges of experIence In estab I Ish I ng cancer 
registers In the Community and for setting up a European 
network In cooperation with the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer In close coordination with the AIM and 
RACE programmes. 

The AIM programme supports a project relating to the safety and 
protection of data In health care systems (SEISMED), the results of 
which will Influence the establishment of cancer registers In the 
Community. A European network of cancer registers was set up In 1990 
with the help of the International Agency for Research on Cancer to 
Increase cooperation between the various registers. Agreement was 
reached on a European procedure for data collection (EUROCIM coding 
system). A survey Is currently being carried out among all cancer 
registers In Europe; results wl I 1 be aval !able shortly. 

V. STUDIES AND PROJECTS RELATED TO TREATMENT 

Fields 35 and 36. Evaluation of the operation of the various bone 
marrow banks. Feaslbl I lty study on cooperation 
between such banks and, If approprIate, support for 
existing European cooperation. 

Two projects are In progress: establ lshment of a European Donor 
SecretarIat (EDS) In Par Is and of a European Marrow Donor lnformat lcs 
System (EMDIS) supported by the AIM programme. 

Field 37. Exchanging experience regarding the qual lty control of care 
given. 

A wide-ranging study of quality control In radiotherapy, to be 
coordinated by the European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and 
Oncology, Is to be launched In 1992. This Is In response to the 
conclusions of a pi lot study carried out In 1991 which showed that such 
a measure was feasible. 

Field 38. Establishing an up-to-date I 1st of treatments recognised as 
worthwhl le by the International scientific community. 

The Committee of Cancer Experts recommended the establishment of an ad 
hoc working party. This wl I I start work In 1992 and an Interim report Is 
expected early In 1993. 

VI. CANCER RESEARCH 

A report setting out the research strategy, "A European strategy for cancer 
research" (X1i/F-6/AV/nv/91001P) was adopted by the relevant committee and 
Is available on request. In addition, a detailed scientific report 
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describing alI cancer research subsidised by the various research programmes 
Is available on request. A summary of the main elements of this report 
follows. 

As part of t.he research training programme, six postdoctoral and twelve 
postgraduate grants were awarded In 1991 . 

. The European Cornm Iss I on cont 1 nued to gIve f I nanc I a I support to 20 cancer 
research projects; coordination of cl lnlcal research In Europe enabled 6 500 
new patients to be Included In random clinical trials of the EORTC carried 
out by more than 350 Institutions. Research Into radiotherapy treatment for 
cancer based on the capture of neutrons by boron specifically accumulated In 
tumours (Boron Neutron Capture Therapy or BNCT) and research Into light ion 
radiotherapy continued In 1991. The first BNCT experiments on large animals 
were carried out. For light ton radlotheraphy, an assessment of the likely 
accelerators showed that, at the present state of the art, a synchrotron Is 
preferable to a cyclotron. Promising results are anticipated from two 
cooperation projects: these relate to polyposis as a precursor of cancer of 
the colon and the treatment of leukaemia by bone marrow transplant. 

Positive result~ from a Joint Immunological research project Into the 
treatment of cancer should allow progress to be made In Immunotherapy 
treatment for certain types of cancer. In addition, as part of the Joint 
project on repairing DNA, a test has been developed which can Identify women 
whose genetic makeup (heterozygote for telanglectaslc ataxia) predisposes 
them to breast cancer. It Is est I mated that up to 2% of women have thIs 
characteristic and that 20% of all breast cancers develop among this 
population sector. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

During 1991, European action against cancer was Intensified In several 
sectors, for example the prevention of tobacco consumption and the 
promotion of screening and training. Similar efforts wl II be necessary 
In the future In the field of health education with regard to diet In 
order to respect the guldel lnes and activities laid down by the Councl I 
Decision concerning the second action plan. 

In the third quarter of 1991, the European Commission began to prepare 
dossiers for the scientific assessment of the effectiveness of projects 
undertaken since 1987, as laid down In the Council Decision on the 
second action plan (OJ No L 137 of 30 May 1990). An official assessment 
report will be presented by the Commission at the beginning of the 
second half of 1992. To this end an Assessment Committee, comprising six 
Independent experts, was set up by the European Commission at the 
beginning of 1992. It Is to be assisted by seven Independent experts 
charged with examining each sector of the programme. The report of the 
Committee of Independent Experts should be aval lable In mld-1992. 



Table 1. "EUROPE AGAINST CANCER": OVERALL DATA ON PROJECTS FINANCED IN 1990 AND 1991 budgnut.91ang 

ln l99l, a total of 529 projects were submitted to the European Commission. Following an initial examination, these projects were submitted to the relevant subcommittees and com
mittee-s for their opinion. 276 projects were finally adopted, i.e. approximately half. 

!I Mio Ecus 

I' ,I 

!I 
il 
il 
II 
'• " ,. 
li 
II 
" 

- -.-
A I B 

Number of !Total 
projects 
accepted in 
1990 

amount 
granted 

,in 1990 
Mio ECUS 
(%) 

c I D 
Number of Total cost of 
projects 
submitted 
in 1991 

projects 
presented 
in 1991 
Mio ECUS 

I[!_ -· P~fENTION: projects based on the "European Code against Cancer" 

liulToBACCO 36 1178 850 II nl 7 693 959 
(info-education) (16.3%) 

E 
Total 
subsidies 
requested 
in 1991 
Mio ECUS 

3 342 463 

F 
Number of 
projects 
accepted 
in 1991 

62 

G 
Total number 
of projects 
carried out 
in 1991 (A+F) 

98 

H 
Total cost 
of projects 
accepted 

Mio ECUS 

3 241 899 

I 
Total 
amount 
granted 
in 1991 
Mio ECUS 
(%) 

1 410 391 
(15.6%) 

J 
Target 
breakdown 
of budget 
(difference 
between 
projected 
and actual 
figure) 

14% 
(-1.6%) 

14% 
(-2.4%) 

MQ_IET-SCJ3EENING (and eventually other factors of risk mentioned by the "European Code against cancer") 
1 

l I L.Linfmmation 55 1398 964\\ 99\ 8 071599\ 4 566 8271 53 108 4 060 324 1 479 265 
(16.4%) , _ of~.~ r:ublic (19.3%) 

i 11.2.2. I-kalth 30 738 30411 861 10 043 6441 7 387 688 I 56 
L~duca~ion in schools (10.2%) 

30 2 960 433 

~~·· _P-R!~YENTION : scientific studies (including scientific conferences) 

li:;:..JmET I 161 871 900 II 341 6 249 379 
II L I' I (12.0%) 

10 540 750 ,,2.2,CARCINOGENS I I 
I (7.4%) t SCRE_ENING AND TREATMENT : Actions, studies, pilot projects 

3 396 174 

1 715 865 

18 

11 

4 520 898 47 

86 3 228 700 

34 3 236 688 

21 994 700 

92 3 139 801 

1 247 863 
(13.8%) 

1 213 800 
(13.4%) 

376 ()()() 
(4.2%) 

1 815 049 
(20.1%) 

18% 
( +4.2%) 

17% 
( +3.6%) 

4% 
(-0.2%) 

17% 
(-3.1%) t. : fRA!NING 45 1 460 950 II 961 6 614 353 

!(including (20.2%) 
lpre.vention) 

1 

I~' 3.2 kANCER 5 318 516 13 1 314 395 865 176 4 9 363 126 239 739 2% 
I P.EGJ')TERS (4.4%) (2.7%) (-0.7%) ~~33~~R;;,;NING 17 740 800 57 15 548876 4 782 475 21 38 5 139 976 1123 500 12% 
l- 1 (10.2%) (12.5%) ( -0.5%) 

1113.:;-!TREA;:~ENT 0 0 23 1 966 002 1 375 083 4 4 194 966 119483 2% 
l. __ _L___ - (0%) (1.3%) ( +0.7%) 

[~l~~----_ TOTAL I 2141 7 249 034 II 5291 60 462 640 I 31 952 6491 2761 - 490 I 23 600 180 I 9 025 090 I 100%11 

Vl 
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Knowledge of the European Code against Cancer : trends 
(% of people who have heard of the Code) 
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Table No 3 

·t.taln som·!nars and meetings to exchange Information and oxporJonco, 1991 

Committee of Cancer Exoerts 

8-9 Apr! I 1991, Luxembourg 
4-5 November 1991, Bl lthoven (Netherlands) 

Sub-Committee on oreyentlon 

7 March 1991, Brussels 

Sub-CoiJin!Uee on screening 

4 February 1991, Brussels 
1 October 1991, Paris 

Sub-Committee on training 

13 March 1991, Brussels 
18 September 1991, Brussels 

Ady.J sory CommIt tee 

27 Apr! I 1991, Brussels 
18 November 1991, Brussels 

Sub-Committee on health education 

22 Apr! I 1991, Brussels 
18 November 1991, Brussels 

Anti-cancer associations and leagues 

21-22 January 1991, Luxembourg 
3-4 May 1991, Oporto 
20-21 September 1991, Dub! In 

Grouo of Organisations to combat tobacco consumption 

11 October 1991, Tho Hague (Netherlands) 
22 March 1991, Empoll (Italy) 

Symooslum on educating tho pub! lc with regard to diet and cancer 

18 October 1991, Madrid 
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National conferences for transmission of the rocommendatLons Q1 ~e Eurooea~ 
Conference on Health Education and Cancer Prevention In Schools. Du.l:>l ln. 199r: 

Conference on transposing the Dub! In recommendations Into the school system 
In Germany: 
Glessen 14-16 ~arch 1991 

First national conference on health education In secondary schools 
26-29 September 1991, Spetsal, Greece 

·conference on health education training for teachers In the,Dutch-speaklng 
community of Belgium 
14-16 November 1991, Nleuwport 

National conference on health education In schools, . publicising ·the 
conclusions of the European conference held In Oubl In 
6 December 1991, Lisbon, portugal 

National conference on health education and cancer prevention In schools 
25-27 November 1991, Dub! In, Ireland 

Eurooean meetings concerned with cancer screening 

Second conference on the European.network of pi lot projects for breast cancer 
screening 
19-20 September 1991, Voul lagmenl, Greece 

First seminar on cancer screening strategl~s In the European Community, 
Copenhagen, 4-6 November 1991 

EuroPean meetings and conferences on training for the health Professions 

European conference on a minimum programme of continuing training for nurses 
with regard to cancer 
London, 22-25 January 1991; European Oncology Nursing Society (EONS) 

European consensus conference on cancerology training for ·general 
practitioners 
Copenhagen, 13-14 June 1991; European Union of General Practitioners (UE~O) 

Group of representatives of associations of general practitioners In the 
European Community 
18 December 1991, Brussels 

Meeting of representatives of Member States concerning the training of nurses 
with regard to cancer 
24 October 1991, Brussels 




